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Transmission of multimedia ows over multiast

hannels is onfronted with the reeivers heterogene-

ity problem. A multiast transmission, in whih all

reeivers in the multiast group are similar and re-

eive the same pakets, an be assimilated to a single

uniast transmission, and the feedbak of only one re-

eiver is suÆient to estimate the state of all. Unfor-

tunately, it is a matter of fat that reeivers in a mul-

tiast group are heterogeneous in term of CPU power

(or CPU load) and in term of onnetion harateris-

tis.

Layered transmission has been proposed to ope

with reeivers heterogeneity. In this approah, the

soure is represented using a base layer, and several

suessive enhanement layers re�ning the quality of

the soure reonstrution. Eah layer is transmitted

over a separate multiast group and reeivers deide

the number of groups to join (or leave) aording to

the quality of their reeption. At the other side, the

sender an deide the optimal number of layers and

the enoding rate of eah layer aording to the feed-

bak sent by all reeivers.

In fat, the sender does not need reports of eah

reeiver in the multiast group. It rather needs a par-

tition of the reeivers into some homogeneous lasses.

Eah layer of the layered oding an be adapted to

the harateristis of one (or a group) of these lasses.

Eah lass represents a group of homogeneous re-

eivers, for whih the sender should take adaptive a-

tions. Classi�ation should be done using feedbak of

disriminative variables that are related to the sub-

jetive quality. These feedbaks ould be transmitted

using RTCP Reeiver Reports (RRs) possibly modi�ed

to �t spei� appliation requirements.

Clearly video streaming shemes should be oupled

to adaptive ontrol shemes that determine the trans-

mission parameters (redundany level, soure oding

rate, type of FEC sheme, et.) as a funtion of the

state of the multiast hannel, to ahieve the best sub-

jetive quality at reeivers. Feedbak about quality

degradations sustained by reeivers are neessary to

make adaptive deisions at the sender side. But mul-

tiast hannels are highly assymetri : they are point-

to-multipoint in one diretion and multipoint-to-point

in the other diretion. Only one multiast ow gets

out of the sender and several feedbak ows get into it.

To avoid possible feedbak implosion in a large group

of reeivers, the RTP standard spei�es that all the

RTCP reports sent must not onsume more than 5%

of the bandwidth assigned for whole the session. So,

when the group size inreases, the RTCP interval in-

reases resulting in RTCP infrequent feedbak reports

whih may derease the interest of the feedbak.

Multiast transmission are also known to exhibit

strong spatial orrelations [1, 2℄. These spatial or-

relations are due to the tree struture of multiast

routing: losses oured upstream of a routing node

will be observed by all reeivers in the attahed sub-

tree. Reeivers that obtain a multiast ow from the

same routing node are more likely to expet similar

losses. This has fueled the idea that feedbaks from

these reeivers an be aggregated into a single ompat

feedbak report.

We show in this paper, that a simple distributed ag-

gregation mehanism an lassify reeivers and solve

by this ways the feedbak implosion problem and a

the same time provide the sender with a highly om-

pressed and eÆient representation of the reeivers.
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